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要] 传 为 唐 代 韩

元代书画家赵孟

所 作 的 《 五 牛 图》 , 是 中 国 美 术 史 上 现 存 最 早 的 纸 本 绘 画 真 迹 ,

称 其 为 稀 世 名 笔 , 清 代 书 画 家 金 农 见 此 图 叹 为 神 物 。 《 五 牛 图》 流 传 至 今

千载不易 , 图上长卷 布满了历代 文人墨客的 诗文题跋 , 对后世艺 术发展产生 了深远的影 响 。
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(8)Political philosophy of Eric Voegeli

n YANG Long ·46·

Abstract :
The theory of consicousness is the center of Voegelin' s political philosophy .
The link between politics and consciousness comes from
human behavior .
Theory of history is consistent with political philosophy .
The essence of modernity is Gnosticism , just like Totalitarianism.
According to his term , The Soviet Union has its own legitimacy .

(9)A political and philosophical analysis of Plato' s The Republic

YUAN Jiu-hong , WANG Hai-feng ·50·

Abstract :
The Republic by Plato is an exposition of justice which proposes that justice of the state exists in harmony and order .
The realization
of state justice is dependent on the political qualities of citizens.
The classification of three social stratums corresponding to wisdom , bravery and
restraint is both the reflection of and the condition for state justice .
The common purpose of the three stratums is to reach the ethical integrity of
the state .
Plato' s exposition is characterized by the theory of entirety and the theory of state .

(10)Comments on ecological politics

WU Hai-jing ·54·

Abstract :
Ecological Poltics is a newly-born independent science which is advancing on the basis of the combination and infiltration between ecology and politics .
It is different from the political ecology on its aim, rules concerns and focuses.
It contributes greatly on guiding the people to
pay more attention to and think about the living condition of our human beings, to promote the begining and development of the ecology organizations .

(11)About power dissimilation and government corruption

YAO Run-yue ·57·

Abstract :
Corruption is a main shortcoming of the current society .
If we cannot overcome it, it will seriously affect the position of the CPCC as
a reigning pary .
There are many corruption causes, but the most important one is the dissimilation of power .
Therefore , restriction against corruption must be discussed on the basis of power dissimilation .

(12)Further analysis of form and unfamiliar state of Russian formalism

ZOU Yuan-jiang ·60·

Abstract :
The unfamiliar state is not a pure concept of form .
It is directly related to the law , i.
e.
ontology of literature and art.
The focus of the
ontology is the expression of form in literary creation.
As the expression of form relies on the structural unity which cannot be repeated, replaced
or imitated , the procedure creation of the unfamiliar state becomes possible .

(13)Forms of art :
line , movement and voice

JIANG Geng-yu ·67·

Abstract :
Line , movement and voice constitute the essentials of visual artistic form and auditory artistic form.
These materials contain virtual and
symbolic characteristics, and can produce the force or the deviation of artistic structure .

(14)An analysis of stone carving style of Quyang

YANG Wen-hui ·73·

Abstract :
With a history over 2000 years , Quyang stone carving holds an important position in the history of ancient Chinese stone carving .
Owing to Quyang' s abundant marble and its close location to the famous Yungang Grottoes , Quyang stone carving had a properous development and
gradually established its unique artistic style .

(15)The Picture of Five Cattle by Han Huang and the concerned poems and inscriptions

YIN Wen ·77·

Abstract :
It is believed that the Picture of Five Cattle by Han Huang in the Tang Dynasty is the earliest genuine piece of paper painting available in China' s fine arts history .
Handed down from generation to generation for more than a thousand years, the scroll has been filled with poems and inscriptions by literati of different dynasties, which has produced the profound influence on the artistic development of later generations.

(16)Artistic education of the nobility in Dongjin Dynasty

XIN Gang-guo, GONG Yu-xin ·82·

Abstract :
With a history of only a little over one hundred years , the Eastern Jin Dynasty gave birth to many great artists in different fields of
handwriting , sculpture , music and literature .
Art in this era is characterized by the inheritance of tradition of noble families, which is closely related to the notion and method of artstic education in that dynasty .
The discussion of this special educational ideology and practice will shed
some light on today' s quality education.

(17)The key to time and space
———An analysis of mysterious figures in Mythical Legends of Mountains and Seas

QIU Yi-wen ·86·

Abstract :
The figures in the Mythical Legends of Mountains and Seas have special meanings.
An analysis of the mythical stories containing spe-
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